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1. INTRODUCTION  
  
This is the document referred to in TPD section V9.4.2 of the Uniform Network Code 
(“The Code”).  The purpose of this document ( “The Reporting Manual”) is to define 
the various data items that will be published.   
 

• Shipper Operations Reports: These reports contain Shipper specific 
information and are published on the Lotus Notes Shipper Information 
Service database (SIS) ,  

 
• Operational Data:  Items of Operational data which are described within 

the Data Dictionary and are published on the National Grid Website 
within the Operational Data area.  

 
 National Grid NTS will use reasonable endeavours to ensure that all data items are 
updated in line with the frequency defined within the Data Dictionary section of this 
document.  However, it should be noted that in a number of cases the data does not 
originate from National Grid NTS and National Grid NTS is reliant on a 3rd party 
providing it with the data. 
  
The Reporting Manual also sets out the procedure for modifications to the data or 
reports and the distribution to those reports.  
  
This document does not form a part of the “Code”.  
  
2. BACKGROUND   
 
The information contained in these reports (“the Information”) and the data items 
published via the internet is made available as an information service only and 
National Grid NTS do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of or the 
content of the Information including without limitation, any delay that may occur in 
making available the Information. National Grid NTS does not assume any 
responsibility for the variation, amendment, modification or any other alteration to the 
Information subsequent to its receipt by Shippers or 3rd Parties. 
  
The Information contained in the reports is not in substitution of that information 
provided to Users for the purposes of determining amounts payable by Users to 
National Grid NTS, or by National Grid NTS to Users in accordance with the Code 
and the format, content and frequency of the Reports have been developed for 
information purposes only and not for use by User's for financial analysis purposes 
or the audit of amounts payable to National Grid NTS.  
  
3. MODIFICATION  

  
National Grid NTS and the Uniform Network Code Committee or any relevant Sub 
Committee will meet to discuss modifications to this Report Manual as required and 
National Grid NTS will consider revisions to the Reporting Manual in the light of 
these discussions.   All modifications will also be presented to the UK Link committee 
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for information only. 
  
4. REPORTS  
  
 4.1 Shipper Operations Reports  
(These reports contain Shipper specific information and are made available to 
Shippers only via the Lotus Notes based Shipper Information Service (SIS).) 
  
  Daily reports  
  
  SORD01 Daily Imbalance Report   
      
  Monthly reports  
  
  SORM02 Input Scheduling  
  SORM03 Output Scheduling  
  SORM05 Shipper Imbalance  
  SORM06 Daily Cashout Quantities  
  SORM16 Monthly Balance Financial Position  
  SORM24 Balancing Neutrality  
  SORM25 Entry Capacity Booking  
  SORM26 Extent of Capacity Trading  
  SORM31 NTS Exit Capacity Booking  
  
 5. REPORT FORMATS:  
  
 See individual attachments.  
 
6. DATA DICTIONARY: 
 
The following data dictionary contains definitions for Data Items which have been 
categorised into the following areas: 
 
Balancing  Capacity Auction Capacity Entry Capacity Exit  CV 
Demand Gas Trading  Interruption  Linepack  LNG 
Storage Maintenance  Prices   Shrinkage  Supply   
Throughput Weather  
 
Click on the attachment to view the data dictionary.         
 
 
 
 
  


Balancing

		

		Balancing Data Dictionary

		Proposed data item in data dictionary		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily, Weekly Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Input Balance Requested Energy		kWh		Daily		D-1 - D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The unapproved aggregate Shipper requested input nominations		The unapproved aggregate Shipper requested input nominations, determined hourly from midnight the day ahead through to 03:00 on the Gas Flow Day.

		Input Balance Scheduled Energy		kWh		Daily		D-1 - D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The approved aggregate Shipper scheduled input nominations		The approved aggregate Shipper scheduled input nominations, determined hourly from midnight the day ahead through to 03:00 on the Gas Flow Day.

		Output Balance  Requested Energy		kWh		Daily		D-1 - D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The unapproved aggregate Shipper requested output nominations		The unapproved aggregate Shipper requested output nominations,  determined hourly from midnight the day ahead through to 03:00 on the Gas Flow Day.

		Output Balance Scheduled Energy		kWh		Daily		D-1 - D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The approved aggregate Shipper scheduled output nominations		The approved aggregate Shipper scheduled output nominations, determined hourly from midnight the day ahead through to 03:00 on the Gas Flow Day.

		Balancing Action Cost Market Transaction Type (e.g. NBP Title) by Time Period (e.g. DO12-18)		£		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		APX		-		Cost of the quantity used in balancing actions within the defined five 6 hour time periods		Cost of the quantity used in balancing actions within the defined five 6 hour time periods (D-1, D0 6-12, D0 12-18, D0 18-24, D0 24-6) separated into buys and sells.

		Balancing Action Quantity Market Transaction Type (e.g. NBP Title) by Time Period (e.g. DO12-18)		Gwh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		APX		-		Quantity used in balancing actions within the defined five 6 hour time periods		Quantity used in balancing actions within the defined five 6 hour time periods (D-1, D0 6-12, D0 12-18, D0 18-24, D0 24-6) separated into buys and sells.

		Operating Margins Utilisation Energy		kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		-		-		Operating Margins usage is the requirement for gas to be delivered to the NTS for the purposes of Operational Balancing		Operating Margins usage is the requirement for gas to be delivered to the NTS for the purposes of Operational Balancing where Market Balancing Actions cannot be used or where there is damage to or failure of any part of the NTS, or in an emergency to maintain safe pressures for the day, expressed in kWh.

		Nominations Input Entry Points		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total input nominations made by Shippers produced at D+2		Total Input Nominations made by Shippers produced at D+2

		Nominations Input Shrinkage		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total input nominations for Shrinkage produced at D+2		Total input nominations for Shrinkage produced at D+2

		Nominations Input Storage Withdrawal		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total amount Nominated for Withdrawal from storage produced at D+2		Total amount Nominated for Withdrawal from storage produced at D+2

		Nominations Output End users		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total output nominations made by Shippers, produced at D+2		Total output nominations made by Shippers, produced at D+2

		Nominations Output Shrinkage		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total output nominations for Shrinkage produced at D+2		Total output nominations for Shrinkage produced at D+2

		Nominations Output Storage Injection		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total amount Nominated for Injection into storage produced at D+2		Total amount Nominated for Injection into storage produced at D+2

		Allocations Input Entry Points		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total actually allocated to Input at entry points		Total actually allocated to Input at entry points

		Allocations Input Shrinkage		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total actually allocated to Input for Shrinkage		Total actually allocated to input for Shrinkage

		Allocations Input Storage Withdrawal		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total actually withdrawn from storage		Total actually withdrawn from storage

		Allocations Output End Users		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total output allocation to end users		Total output allocation to end users

		Allocations Output Shrinkage		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total output shrinkage allocation		Total output shrinkage allocation

		Allocations Output Storage Injection		kWh		Daily		D+7		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total actually injected into storage		Total actually injected into storage

		Linepack changes		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		Average NTS CV figure		The daily change between opening and closing in linepack		The daily change between opening and closing in linepack through the month. The figure is calculated using the average NTS CV figure (MJ/m3)

		Constrained LNG		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		Business Users		-		The use of the Storage Facilities at Avonmouth and Dynevor Arms, for the Injection and Withdrawal of gas for balancing purposes		The use of the Storage Facilities at Avonmouth and Dynevor Arms, for the Injection and Withdrawal of gas for balancing purposes

		Aggregate Imbalance  Charge		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the imbalance charge on a daily basis		Represents the imbalance charge on a daily basis

		Aggregate Imbalance  Payment		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the imbalance payment on a daily basis		Represents the imbalance payment on a daily basis

		Aggregate On Day Commodity PRI Charge		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the Physical Renomination Incentive (PRI) Charge on a daily basis		Represents the Physical Renomination Incentive (PRI) Charge on a daily basis

		Aggregate Scheduling Charge Entry		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers Nomination and allocation on a daily basis for entry		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers Nomination and allocation on a daily basis for entry

		Aggregate Scheduling Charge Exit		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers Nomination and allocation on a daily basis for exit		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers nomination and allocation on a daily basis for exit

		Aggregate Scheduling DMA Exit		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers Nomination and allocation on a daily basis for DMA (Daily Metered Aggregate) - exit		Represents the amount payable for the differences in Shippers nomination and allocation on a daily basis for DMA (Daily Metered Aggregate) - exit

		Aggregate Unauthorised Flow Charge		£		Monthly		M+30		N/A		-		-		-		Daily charge for any unauthorised flows made by shippers		Daily charge for any unauthorised flows made by shippers





Capacity Auction

		

		Capacity Auction

		Proposed Data Item In Data Dictionary		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Source Data		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Entry Capacity Auction by Entry Zone Option Tender Offered Aggregate Quantity of Valid option Offers		kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Option tenders offered)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Aggregate quantity of the offers		Aggregate quantity of the offers

		Entry Capacity Auction by Entry Zone Option Tender Offered Volume Weighted Average Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Option tenders offered)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Weighted average if all options offered.		Weighted average price of all options offered

		Entry Capacity Auction Option Tender  by Entry Zone Offered Maximum Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Option tenders offered)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Maximum price of offers received		Maximum price of offers received

		Entry Capacity Auction Option Tender  by Entry Zone Offered Minimum Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Option tenders offered)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Minimum price of offers received		Minimum price of offers received

		Entry Capacity Auction by Entry Zone Option Tender Accepted Volume Weighted Average Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Options accepted)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Weighted average price of all options accepted		Weighted average price of all options accepted

		Entry Capacity Auction Option Tender  by Entry Zone Accepted Aggregate Quantity of Option Agreements		kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Options accepted)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Aggregate quantity of the accepted offers		Aggregate quantity of the accepted offers

		Entry Capacity Auction Option Tender  by Entry Zone Accepted Maximum Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Options accepted)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Maximum price for all accepted offers for Option Agreements		Maximum price for all accepted offers for Option Agreements

		Entry Capacity Auction Option Tender  by Entry Zone Accepted Minimum Strike Price		p/kWh		Adhoc (whenever there are Options accepted)		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Minimum price for all accepted offers for Option Agreements		Minimum price for all accepted offers for Option Agreements

		Entry Capacity Auction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Capacity Sold Hrly		kWh		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS						Total auctioned within day entry capacity sold at the ASEP.		Total auctioned within day entry capacity sold at the ASEP updated on an hourly basis.

		Entry Capacity Auction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Number of Bids Accepted Hrly		N/A		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS						Number of Capacity Bids accepted at the ASEP for the within day auction.		Number of Capacity Bids accepted at the ASEP for the within day auction updated on an hourly basis.

		Entry Capacity Auction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Volume Weighted Average Price Hrly		p/kWh		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS						Volume weighted average price at the ASEP for the within day auction.		Volume weighted average price at the ASEP for the within day auction updated on an hourly basis.

		Entry CapacityAuction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g Bacton) Highest Accepted Bid Price Hrly		p/kWh		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The highest price that a Capacity Bid was accepted		The highest price that a Capacity Bid was accepted

		Entry CapacityAuction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g Bacton) Highest Accepted Bid Price Timestamp Hrly		N/A		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		Time and date of highest bid		Time and date of highest bid

		Entry CapacityAuction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g Bacton) Lowest Accepted Bid Price Hrly		p/kWh		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The lowest price that a Capacity Bid was accepted		The lowest price that a Capacity Bid was accepted

		Entry CapacityAuction Within Day Entry Zone (e.g Bacton) Lowest Accepted Bid Price Timestamp Hrly		N/A		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		Time and date of lowest bid		Time and date of lowest bid

		Entry Capacity Auction Day Ahead Interruptible Entry Zone Capacity Sold		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:00		NTS		-		-		Day ahead interruptible auction volume sold by entry zone.		Day ahead interruptible auction volume sold by entry zone

		Entry Capacity Auction Day Ahead Interruptible Entry Zone Clearing Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:00		NTS		-		-		Day ahead interruptible auction clearing price by entry zone.		Day ahead interruptible auction clearing price by entry zone.

		Entry Capacity Auction Day Ahead Interruptible Entry Zone Highest Accepted Bid Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:00		NTS		-		-		Day ahead interruptible auction highest accepted bid price, ceiling price by entry zone		Day ahead interruptible auction highest accepted bid price, ceiling price by entry zone

		Entry Capacity Auction Max Rolling Monthly Capacity		kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total rolling monthly entry capacity sold at the maximum price at an ASEP.		Total rolling monthly entry capacity sold at the maximum price at an ASEP.

		Entry Capacity Auction Max Rolling Monthly Capacity Price		p/kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		The highest accepted bid price in the rolling entry capacity auction at an ASEP.		The highest accepted bid price in the rolling entry capacity auction at an ASEP.

		Entry Capacity Auction Min Rolling Monthly Capacity Price		p/kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Minimum price for all bids measured in p/kWh		Minimum price for all bids measured in p/kWh

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Aggregate Quantity sold		kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Out of the amount offered for sale at the rolling monthly auction, the entry capacity energy that was actually sold.		Out of the amount offered for sale at the rolling monthly auction, the entry capacity energy that was actually sold

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Amount Offered for Sale		kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of entry capacity energy offered for sale for this location in this rolling monthly auction		Amount of entry capacity energy offered for sale for this location in this rolling monthly auction

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Amount Quantity Unsold		kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		The amount of entry capacity remaining following the rolling monthly auction.		Unsold quantity - the difference between amount offered for sale and quantity sold

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly No of Accepted Bids		N/A		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Number of entry capacity bids made that have been successful in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.		Number of entry capacity bids made that have been successful in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly No of Bidding Shippers		N/A		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Number of Shippers that have made entry capacity bids in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.		Number of Shippers that have made entry capacity bids in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly No of Successful Shippers		N/A		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total number of successful shippers in the setup MoS instance		Total number of successful shippers in the setup MoS instance

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Total Revenue.		£		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Revenue (in pounds) incurred from capacity sold in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.		Revenue (in pounds) incurred from capacity sold in the rolling monthly system entry capacity auction.

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Volume Sold At Minimum Price		kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total rolling monthly entry capacity sold at the minimum price at an ASEP.		Total rolling monthly entry capacity sold at the minimum price at an ASEP.

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly WAP Top 50% Allocated Quantity		p/kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Weighted average price of the top 50% of allocated quantity of all the bids for the sub transaction period and location in a rolling monthly entry capacity auction.		Weighted average price of the top 50% of allocated quantity of all the bids for the sub transaction period and location in a rolling monthly entry capacity auction.

		Entry Capacity Auction Rolling Monthly Weighted Average Price		p/kWh		Monthly		M+1		N/A		NTS		-		-		Weighted average price of all the bids for the sub transaction period and location in a rolling monthly entry capacity auction.		Weighted average price of all the bids for the sub transaction period and location in a rolling monthly entry capacity auction.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term  Tranche Sub Transaction Period Revenue from Non-Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		£		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream.		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream resulting from a long term Auction.  Information is available by system entry point and transaction period

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term by Tranche  Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Aggregate Volume Allocated		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		The amount of  entry capacity sold in kWh from a long term auction.		The amount of  entry capacity sold in kWh from a long term auction.  Information is available by system entry point, tranche and transaction period.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term by Tranche Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Baseline Capacity Sold		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream.		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream.  Further information available in the Entry Capacity Release Methodology Statement.  Information available by tranche, System

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term by Tranche Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Un- allocated 80% Baseline Capacity		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		The amount of unsold entry capacity in kWh for a long term auction.		The amount of unsold entry capacity in kWh from a long term auction.  Information is available by tranche, system entry point and transaction period.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Entry Zone Sub Transaction Price Level Period Aggregate Bid Quantity		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Aggregate bid quantities by location, sub transaction period and price level at the end of a interim bid window.		Aggregate bid quantities by location, sub transaction period and price level at the end of a interim bid window.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Entry Zone Tranche Sub Transaction Period Non-Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream.		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream resulting from a long term auction.  Information is available by system entry point and transaction period.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Tranche Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		kWh		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream.		Volume of capacity sold in kWh and allocated to specific National Grid revenue stream resulting from a long term auction.  Information is available by system entry point and transaction period.

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Tranche Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Revenue from Baseline capacity sold		£		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream resulting from a long term auction.		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream resulting from a long term auction.  Information is available by system entry point and transaction period

		Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Tranche Entry Zone Sub Transaction Period Revenue from Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		£		Quarterly		N/A		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream.		Amount of revenue due to National Grid in £ and allocated to specific revenue stream resulting from a long term auction.  Information is available by system entry point and transaction period

		Notices Entry Capacity Auction Long Term Invitation Letter										NTS		-		-		Invitation letter for long term entry capacity auction		Invitation letter for long term entry capacity auction

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Aggregate Quantity allocated		kWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		The total amount of capacity allocated in to the relevant ASEP in kWh.		The total amount of capacity allocated in to the relevant ASEP in kWh. Annual monthly auctions are is split into 4 tranches making available 25% of capacity in each tranche. Any capacity unsold from a tranche rolls over into tranche 4

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Baseline Capacity Sold		kWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total amount of baseline capacity sold.		Total amount of baseline capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Non-Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		kWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total amount of non-obligated incremental capacity sold.		Total amount of non-obligated incremental capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		kWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total amount of obligated incremental capacity sold.		Total amount of obligated incremental capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Revenue from Baseline Capacity Sold		£		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the baseline capacity sold.		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the baseline capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Revenue from Non-Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		£		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the non-obligated incremental capacity sold.		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the non-obligated incremental capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Revenue from Obligated Incremental Capacity Sold		£		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the obligated incremental capacity sold.		Amount of revenue (in £) made from the obligated incremental capacity sold.

		Entry Capacity Auction Annual Monthly Entry Zone Transaction Period Tranche Unsold Capacity		kWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		The capacity that remains unsold following that tranche of bids.		The capacity that remains unsold following that tranche of bids.





Capacity Entry

		

		Entry Capacity Data Dictionary

		Proposed data item in data dictionary		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Description		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Entry Capacity Firm Curtailment Factor		N/A		Daily		D+1		5:00		NTS		-		-		Firm curtailment factor		Firm curtailment factor

		Entry Capacity Total Available Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		5:00		NTS		-		ICF		Total gas capacity available for a location at the time of the constraint, factor in calculating ICF		Total gas capacity available for a location at the time of the constraint, factor in calculating ICF

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Pre-arranged Deals Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of pre arranged deals, expressed as a percentage of the total number of deals, for future entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of pre arranged deals, expressed as a percentage of the total number of deals, for future entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (Bacton) Future Number of Requested Transactions		-		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of requests for future entry capacity trades, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of requests for future entry capacity trades, by entry zone, on the gas day. Pre-arranged deals will not appear in this total.

		Entry Capacity Entry zone (e.g. Bacton) Future % Availability		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The percentage of deals where price is made available for future entry capacity traded for individual entry zones.		The percentage of deals where the price is shown on the system for future entry capacity traded, on the gas day, by entry zone produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Average Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS						The average price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day.		The average price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the lowest price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Average Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of entry capacity traded on the gas day, by entry zone, for the future.		The average amount of entry capacity traded on the gas day, by entry zone, for the future.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future High (Max) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day		The highest price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the highest price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future High (Max) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of the largest trade completed for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The amount of the largest trade completed for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Low (Min) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day.		The lowest price paid for traded  future entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the lowest price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Low (Min) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of the smallest trade completed for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The amount of the smallest trade completed for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Number of Deals Confirmed		-		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of confirmed deals, for future entry capacity, by entry zone, which were completed on the gas day.		The number of confirmed deals, for future entry capacity, by entry zone, which were completed on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Number of Offered Transactions				Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total number of offers for future entry capacity trades by entry zone, on the gas day.		The total number of offers for future entry capacity trades by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Pre-arrange Deals Percentage Confirmed		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS						The number of pre arranged deals which have been confirmed, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed deals, for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of pre arranged deals which have been confirmed, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed deals, for future entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Single Day Trades Average Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of future entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The average amount of future entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Single Day Trades Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS						The number of single day trades for future entry capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of future trades completed, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of single day trades for future entry capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of future trades completed, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Future Total Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total amount of future entry capacity traded by entry zone, on the gas day.		The total amount of future entry capacity traded by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day % Availability		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of deals completed for within day entry capacity, where the price is available, expressed as a percentage of the total within day deals for the gas day, by entry zone.		The number of deals completed for within day entry capacity, where the price is available i.e. non pre-arranged deals, expressed as a percentage of the total within day deals for the gas day, by entry zone.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Average Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day		The average price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the average price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Average Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average quantity of within day entry capacity traded per deal, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The average quantity of within day entry capacity traded per deal, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day High (max) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day.		The highest price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the highest price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day High (Max) Traded daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of the largest trade completed for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The amount of the largest trade completed for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Low (Min) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day.		The lowest price paid for traded  within day entry capacity, by entry zone on the gas day. This reflects the lowest price for those trades where prices are shown on Gemini i.e. it will not reflect the prices paid for pre-arranged deals.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within day Low (Min) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of the smallest trade completed for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The amount of the smallest trade completed for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Number of Deals Confirmed		N/A		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of confirmed deals, for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, which were completed on the gas day.		The number of confirmed deals, for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, which were completed on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Number of Offered Transactions				Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total number of offers for within day entry capacity trades by entry zone, on the gas day.		The total number of offers for within day entry capacity trades by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within day Number of Requested Transactions		N/A		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of requests for within day entry capacity trades, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of requests for within day entry capacity trades, by entry zone, on the gas day. Pre-arranged deals will not appear in this total.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Pre-arrange Deals - Percentage Confirmed		-		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of pre arranged deals which have been confirmed, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed deals, for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of pre arranged deals which have been confirmed, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed deals, for within day entry capacity, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Pre-arranged Deals - Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of pre arranged deals, expressed as a percentage of the total number of deals, for within day entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of pre arranged deals, expressed as a percentage of the total number of deals, for within day entry capacity traded, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Total Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total amount of within day entry capacity traded by entry zone, on the gas day.		The total amount of within day entry capacity traded by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Single Day Average capacity		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS						The average within day entry capacity traded as a single day trade,  by entry zone, on the gas day.		The average within day entry capacity traded as a single day trade,  by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Single Day Trades Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of single day trades for within day entry capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day trades completed, by entry zone, on the gas day.		The number of single day trades for within day entry capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day trades completed, by entry zone, on the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone Future Traded Daily Capacity M-11, M-10 etc		MWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of future entry capacity traded, by entry zone and month, for the following 12 month period.		The amount of future entry capacity traded, by entry zone and month, for the following 12 month period.

		Entry Capacity Future Traded  Capacity Total M-11 etc		MWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total amount of future entry capacity traded across all entry zones, by month, for the following 12 month period.		The total amount of future entry capacity traded across all entry zones, by month, for the following 12 month period.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone ( e.g.Bacton) D0 Daily Firm Booked		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of daily firm entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of daily firm entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (Bacton) D0 Daily Firm Available		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of Daily firm entry capacity available, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of Daily firm entry capacity available, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) 25% D0 Daily Firm Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The weighted average price of the top 25% of prices paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The weighted average price of the top 25% of prices paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Average D0 Daily Firm Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The average price paid for daily firm entry capacity for the gas day.		The average price paid for daily firm entry capacity for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Average Price for Daily Interruptible		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The average price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity for the gas day.		The average price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) D-1 Daily Firm Available		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of daily firm entry capacity available for sale, by entry zone, for the following gas day.		The amount of daily firm entry capacity available for sale, by entry zone, for the following gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) D-1 Daily Firm Booked		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of daily firm entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the following gas day.		The amount of daily firm entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the following gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Daily Interruptible Available		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of daily interruptible entry capacity available, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of daily interruptible entry capacity available, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Daily Interruptible Booked		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of daily interruptible entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of daily interruptible entry capacity booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Highest D0 Daily Firm Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The highest price paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Highest Price for Daily Interruptible		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The highest price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Highest Within Day Buyback Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for capacity buyback, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The highest price paid for capacity buyback, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Long Term Firm Available		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of long term entry capacity, initially made available, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of long term entry capacity, initially made available, by entry zone, for the gas day. ( The baseline value ).

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Long Term Firm Booked		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of long term entry capacity, booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of long term entry capacity, booked, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Lowest D0 Daily Firm Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The lowest price paid for daily firm entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Lowest Price for Daily Interruptible		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The lowest price paid for daily interruptible entry capacity, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Within Day Buy Back Actioned		kWh		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The amount of entry capacity bought back, by entry zone, for the gas day.		The amount of entry capacity bought back, by entry zone, for the gas day.

		Entry Capacity ICF		-		Daily		D+1		12:00		NTS		-		-		The 'Interruptible Curtailment Factor', by entry zone, for the gas day.		The 'Interruptible Curtailment Factor', by entry zone, for the gas day. The ICF indicates the amount by which interruptible entry capacity was interrupted for the day and the time applicable e.g. if capacity was interrupted by 60%, the ICF would indicate 0.4.

		Notices Note Entry Capacity		N/A		Daily		D+2, D+1 and D		18:00		NTS		-		-		Note detailing any issues with system entry capacity		Note detailing any issues with system entry capacity

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Month (e.g. August) Average		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Overview of the average daily  capacity traded by entry point in the month.		Average amount of entry Capacity traded at a particular entry point during a month.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Month (e.g. August) Highest		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Overview of the highest daily capacity traded by entry point in the month.		Highest amount of entry capacity traded at a particular entry point during a month.

		Entry Capacity Entry Zone (e.g. Bacton) Month (e.g. August) Lowest		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Overview of the lowest daily capacity traded by entry point in the month.		Lowest amount of entry capacity traded at a particular entry point during a month





Capacity Exit

		

		Exit Capacity Data Dictionary

		Proposed data item in data dictionary		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data source		Associated Data		Short Description		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone (e.g. Eastern 1 EZ or Aggregate power stations)  Exit Capacity Booked		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of exit capacity, by Exit Zone or in aggregate for power stations for the gas day.		The amount of exit capacity, by Exit Zone or in aggregate for power stations for the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone (e.g. Eastern 1 EZ or Aggregate power stations) Future Exit Capacity Booked Month (M-11)		MWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		Levels of future exit capacity booked for each Exit Zone or aggregate power station for each month for the next twelve months		Levels of future exit capacity booked for each Exit Zone or aggregate power station for each month for the next twelve months

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future % Availability		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The percentage of deals where the price is shown on the system for future exit capacity traded for Exit Zone.		The percentage of deals where the price is shown on the system for future exit capacity traded, on the gas day by Exit Zone produced one day after the gas flow day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Average Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The average price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Average Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The average amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future High (Max) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The highest price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future High (Max) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The highest amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Low (Min) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The lowest price paid for exit capacity traded for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Low (Min) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The lowest amount of  exit capacity, traded for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Number of Deals Confirmed				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, confirmed, by Exit Zone, on the gas day		The number of exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, confirmed, by Exit Zone, on the gas day

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Number of Offered Transactions				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total number of offers placed to trade exit capacity for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The total number of offers placed to trade exit capacity for the next twelve months, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Number of Requested Transactions				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of requests for exit capacity trades for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone, on the gas day		The number of requests for exit capacity trades for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone, on the gas day

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Pre-arranged Deals Percentage Confirmed		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of confirmed pre arranged deals for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed  exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of confirmed pre arranged deals for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed  exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Pre-arranged Deals Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of pre arranged deals for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of   exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of pre arranged deals for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of   exit capacity deals for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Single Day Trades Average Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of exit capacity traded, within single day trades on the gas day, for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone.		The average amount of exit capacity traded, within single day trades on the gas day, for the next twelve months, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Single Day Trades Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of single day trades for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of   exit capacity trades for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of single day trades for exit capacity for the next twelve month period, expressed as a percentage of the total number of exit capacity trades for the next twelve month period, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Future Traded  Capacity M-11		MWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of exit capacity traded, by Exit Zone and month, for the next twelve month period.		The amount of exit capacity traded, by Exit Zone and month, for the next twelve month period.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day % Availability		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The amount of within day exit capacity trades whose prices are available on Gemini, expressed as a percentage of the total amount of within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The amount of within day exit capacity trades whose prices are available on Gemini, expressed as a percentage of the total amount of within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Average Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of within day exit capacity traded, within single day trades, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The average amount of within day exit capacity traded, within single day trades, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Average Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The average price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Average Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The average amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The average amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day High (Max) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The highest price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day High (Max) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The highest amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The highest amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Low (Min) Price		p/kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day		The lowest price paid for traded within day exit capacity, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.The value is applicable only to those trades whose prices are available on Gemini.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Low (Min) Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The lowest amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The lowest amount of within day exit capacity, traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Number of Deals Confirmed				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of within day exit capacity deals confirmed, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.		The number of within day exit capacity deals confirmed, by Exit Zone, on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Number of Offered Transactions				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total number of offers placed to trade within day exit capacity, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The total number of offers placed to trade within day exit capacity, on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Number of Requested Transactions				Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of requests for within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone, on the gas day		The number of requests for within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone, on the gas day

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Pre-arranged Deals Percentage Confirmed		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of confirmed pre arranged deals for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed within day exit capacity deals, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of confirmed pre arranged deals for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of confirmed within day exit capacity deals, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Pre-arranged Deals Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of  pre arranged deals for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day exit capacity deals, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of  pre arranged deals for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day exit capacity deals, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Single Day Trades Percentage of Total		%		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The number of  single day trades for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone on the gas day.		The number of  single day trades for within day exit capacity, expressed as a percentage of the total number of within day exit capacity trades, by Exit Zone on the gas day.

		Exit Capacity Exit Zone Within Day Total Traded Daily Capacity		kWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total amount of within day exit capacity traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.		The total amount of within day exit capacity traded on the gas day, by Exit Zone.

		Exit Capacity Future Exit Capacity Booked Month (M-11)		MWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		Total levels of future exit capacity booked for each month for the next twelve months.		Total levels of future exit capacity booked for each month for the next twelve months.

		Exit Capacity Future Traded Capacity Total M-11		MWh		Daily		D+2		11:30		NTS		-		-		The total amount of exit capacity, traded on the gas day for the next twelve months, by month, across all Exit Zones.		The total amount of exit capacity, traded on the gas day for the next twelve months, by month, across all Exit Zones.





CV

		

		Calorific Value

		Proposed Data Item in data Dictionary		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Calorific Value LDZ (e.g EA)		MJ/m3		Daily		D+1		N/A		LDZ		Calorific Value of natural gas is measured at reception terminals and other locations on the NTS. There are currently over a 110 different locations		-		Flow weighted average calorific values are produced for each LDZs on a daily basis. This CV information is then used by gas shippers and suppliers to bill their customers		Calorific Value by charging zone for the gas day. The weighted average CV of all supplies into each charging zone.





Demand

		

		Demand Data Dictionary

		Proposed data Item in data dictionary		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Exit Point Actuals Industrial Offtake NTS Physical Flow		mcm		Daily		11:00		D+1 to D+6		NTS		Metered Flow		-		The aggregate physical quantity of gas offtaken from the System in the preceding Gas Flow Day at the given NTS exit point. Provided at approximately 11:00.		The aggregate physical quantity of gas offtaken from the System in the preceding Gas Flow Day at the given NTS exit point. Provided at approximately 11:00.

		Exit Point Actuals Interconnector NTS Physical Flow		mcm		Daily		11:00		D+1 to D+6		NTS		Metered Flow		-

		Exit Point Actuals LDZ Offtake NTS Physical Flow		mcm		Daily		11:00		D+1 to D+6		NTS		Metered Flow		-

		Exit Point Actuals NTS Power Station NTS Physical Flow		mcm		Daily		11:00		D+1 to D+6		NTS		Metered Flow		-

		Exit Point Actuals Storage & LNG NTS Physical Flow		mcm		Daily		11:00		D+1 to D+6		NTS		Metered Flow		-

		LDZ Cold Demand - Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ cold weather demand forecasts		Cold weather profiles give an indication of extremes of cold weather that could be expected throughout the year.
LDZ cold demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the cold weather profiles.

		LDZ Cold Demand - Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ cold weather demand forecasts		Cold weather profiles give an indication of extremes of cold weather that could be expected throughout the year.
LDZ cold demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the cold weather profiles.

		LDZ SND - Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ seasonal normal demand forecasts		LDZ daily SND are the aggregate LDZ demands that National Grid Transmission forecast to occur in seasonal normal weather. They are not the sum of the Distribution Network's forecasts.

		LDZ SND - Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ seasonal normal demand forecasts		LDZ daily SND are the aggregate LDZ demands that National Grid Transmission forecast to occur in seasonal normal weather. They are not the sum of the Distribution Network's forecasts.

		LDZ Warm Demand - Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ warm weather demand forecasts		Warm weather profiles give an indication of extremes of warm weather that could be expected throughout the year.
LDZ warm demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the warm weather profiles.

		LDZ Warm Demand - Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		LDZ		Demand Statements		-		LDZ warm weather demand forecasts		Warm weather profiles give an indication of extremes of warm weather that could be expected throughout the year.
LDZ warm demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the warm weather profiles.

		Demand Forecast LDZ (e.g. EA)		mcm		Daily		D-1, & D		D-1 14:00, 18:00, 02:00,  D 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:30, 02:00		LDZ		DN Operator , demand in relevant LDZ		-		Demand forecast for individual LDZs, determined for each forecast run from 14:00 at one day ahead of the Gas Flow Day and forecast runs during the Gas Flow Day.		A prediction of the amount of gas expected for the given LDZ and Gas Flow Day at the time of the forecast. This is the latest approved forecast.

		Demand Actual LDZ (e.g. EA) D+1		mcm		Daily		D+1		12:15		LDZ		DN Operator , demand in relevant LDZ		-		Actual demand for individual LDZs produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		The physical actual demand for each of the LDZs produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Actual LDZ (e.g. EA) D+6		mcm		Daily		D+6		12:15		LDZ		DN Operator , demand in relevant LDZ		-		Actual demand for a LDZ produced after close-out for a Gas Flow Day.		The physical actual demand for each of the LDZs for a single gas day produced after close-out.

		Demand Actual LDZ (e.g. EA) DM M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		LDZ		DN Operator , demand in relevant LDZ		-		Actual demand for the DM proportion by LDZ for each day of the calendar month produced at M+15		Actual demand for the DM proportion by LDZ for each day of the calendar month produced at M+15

		Demand Actual LDZ (e.g. EA) NDM M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		LDZ		DN Operator , demand in relevant LDZ		-		Actual demand for the NDM proportion of a LDZ for each day of the calendar month produced at M+15.		Actual demand for the NDM proportion of a LDZ for each day of the calendar month produced at M+15.

		NTS Seasonal Demand Cold Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total cold weather demand forecasts		Cold weather profiles give an indication of extremes of cold weather that could be expected throughout the year.
Total cold demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the cold weather profiles. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		NTS Seasonal Demand Cold Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total cold weather demand forecasts		Cold weather profiles give an indication of extremes of cold weather that could be expected throughout the year.
Total cold demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the cold weather profiles. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		NTS Seasonal Demand NTS SND - Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total seasonal normal demand forecasts		Total daily SND are the aggregate LDZ demands that National Grid Transmission forecast to occur in seasonal normal weather. They are not the sum of the Distribution Network's forecasts. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		NTS Seasonal Demand NTS SND - Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total seasonal normal demand forecasts		Total daily SND are the aggregate LDZ demands that National Grid Transmission forecast to occur in seasonal normal weather. They are not the sum of the Distribution Network's forecasts. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		NTS Seasonal Demand Warm Energy		Mwh		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total warm weather demand forecasts		Warm weather profiles give an indication of extremes of warm weather that could be expected throughout the year.
Total warm demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the warm weather profiles. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		NTS Seasonal Demand Warm Volume		Mcm		Annual		-		-		NTS		Demand Statements		-		Total warm weather demand forecasts		Warm weather profiles give an indication of extremes of warm weather that could be expected throughout the year.
Total warm demand profiles are calculated from the National Grid Transmission demand models produced in May 2007 and the warm weather profiles. The total demand includes LDZ and NTS demands plus storage injection and IUK exports.

		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-5		mcm		Daily		D-5		16:00		NTS		Historical forecasting error		Demand Forecast NTS D-5		Confidence interval derived from historical forecasting error produced 5 days ahead of the Gas Flow Day.		This is the percentage level of confidence in the accuracy of the demand forecast results; typically the confidence interval for the D-5 forecast will be greater than for the D-2 forecast. The confidence interval is derived from historical forecasting error updated every 6 months

		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-4		mcm		Daily		D-4		16:00		NTS		Historical forecasting error		Demand Forecast NTS D-4		Confidence interval derived from historical forecasting error produced 4 days ahead of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-3		mcm		Daily		D-3		16:00		NTS		Historical forecasting error		Demand Forecast NTS D-3		Confidence interval derived from historical forecasting error produced 3 days ahead of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-2		mcm		Daily		D-2		16:00		NTS		Historical forecasting error		Demand Forecast NTS D-2		Confidence interval derived from historical forecasting error produced 2 days ahead of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast NTS D-5		mcm		Daily		D-5		16:00		NTS		Weather data & actual demand information		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-5		Physical demand forecast for the NTS produced at 5 days a head of the Gas Flow Day.		The amount of gas that is expected to be delivered through the NTS for the given gas day at the time of the forecast. NTS direct load + LDZ offtake forecast + NTS shrinkage forecast
Where: 
NTS direct load forecast = forecast for NTS industrial, NTS power stations, physical storage injection and physical interconnector export
LDZ offtake forecast = Sum of all the individual LDZ offtake forecasts
NTS shrinkage forecast = Forecast of NTS CV shrinkage + OUG (own use gas) + UAG (unaccounted for gas)

		Demand Forecast NTS D-4		mcm		Daily		D-4		16:00		NTS		Weather data & actual demand information		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-4		Physical demand forecast for the NTS produced at 4 days a head of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast NTS D-3		mcm		Daily		D-3		16:00		NTS		Weather data & actual demand information		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-3		Physical demand forecast for the NTS produced at 3 days a head of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast NTS D-2		mcm		Daily		D-2		16:00		NTS		Weather data & actual demand information		Demand Forecast Confidence Interval D-2		Physical demand forecast for the NTS produced at 2 days a head of the Gas Flow Day.

		Demand Forecast NTS		mcm		Daily		D-1 & D		D-1 14:00, 18:00, 02:00     D 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:30, 02:00		NTS		Weather data & actual demand information for D-1: 14:00 & 18:00.  Offtake profile notices & Storage flow notifications for  the remaining forecast runs.		-		Physical demand forecast for the NTS determined for each forecast at one day ahead of the Gas Flow Day and during the Gas Flow Day.		The amount of gas that is expected to be delivered through the NTS for the given gas day at the time of the forecast. NTS direct load + LDZ offtake forecast + NTS shrinkage forecast
Where: 
NTS direct load forecast = forecast for NTS industrial, NTS power stations, physical storage injection and physical interconnector export
LDZ offtake forecast = Sum of all the individual LDZ offtake forecasts
NTS shrinkage forecast = Forecast of NTS CV shrinkage + OUG (own use gas) + UAG (unaccounted for gas)

		Demand Forecast NTS Hrly		mcm		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		Weather data & actual demand for then Offtake Profile Notices & storage flow notifications		-		Physical demand forecast for the NTS determined  hourly, from midnight of the specified gas day
through to a final forecast at 03:00 the following day		How estimate of Total System Demand for gas is derived on an hourly basis : 
NTS direct load forecast + LDZ offtake forecast + NTS shrinkage forecast:- 
Where : NTS direct load forecast = forecast for NTS Industrial, NTS power stations, physical storage injection and physical interconnector export.
LDZ offtake forecast = Sum of all the individual LDZ offtake forecasts.
NTS shrinkage forecast = forecast of NTS CV shrinkage + OUG (Own use gas) + UAG (unaccounted for gas)

		Demand Actual NTS D+1		mcm		Daily		D+1		12:15		NTS		Metered flow		-		Actual physical demand for the NTS produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		The amount of gas (in MCM) delivered through the NTS for the given gas day. Actual throughput is defined as:

NTS Direct loads + LDZ Offtakes + NTS Shrinkage 

Where:
NTS direct Loads = NTS Industrial, NTS Power Stations, physical Storage Injection and physical Interconnector export. LDZ Offtakes = Sum of all individual LDZ offtakes NTS Shrinkage = Sum of NTS CV Shrinkage, OUG (Own Use Gas) and UAG (Unaccounted For Gas)

		Demand Actual NTS D+6		mcm		Daily		D+6		12:15		NTS		Validated metered flow		-		Actual physical demand for the NTS produced after close-out for a Gas Flow Day.





Gas Trading

		

		Gas Trading Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For (Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) -Average Energy Per Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades including trades made before the day.		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades including trades made before the day, produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) -Average Energy Per Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades including trades made before the day includes any updates.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day)  Energy Traded D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total amount traded in matching trades including trades made before the day		Total amount traded in matching trades including trades made before the day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day)  Energy Traded M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total amount traded in matching trades including trades made before the day, includes any updates.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) High (Max) Energy Per Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Maximum energy traded for matching trades including trades made before the day		Maximum energy traded for matching trades including trades made before the day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) High (Max) Energy Per Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Maximum energy traded for matching trades including trades made before the day includes any updates

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) Low (Min) Energy Per Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Minimum energy traded for matching trades including trades made before the day		Minimum energy traded for matching traded including trades made before the day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day) Low (Min) Energy Per Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Minimum energy traded for matching trades including trades made before the day includes any updates

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day)  No. of Trades D+2		N/A		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		The total number of matching trades that have taken place on the gas day including trades made before the day		The total number of matching trades that have taken place on the gas day including trades made before the day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (including trades made before the day, for the day)  No. of Trades M+15		N/A		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		The total number of matching trades that have taken place on the gas day including trades made before the day and any updates.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  Average Energy Per Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades made within day for the gas day		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades made within day for the gas day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  Average Energy Per Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Average amount of energy traded in matching trades made within day for the gas day and captures any updates.

		Matching Trades (made within day) Energy Traded D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total amount traded in matching trades within day for that gas day.		Total amount traded in matching trades within day  produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (made within day) Energy Traded M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Total amount traded in matching trades within day for that gas day and captures any updates.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  High (Max) Energy Per Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Maximum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day		Maximum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  High (Max) Energy Per Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Maximum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day and captures any updates.

		Matching Trades (made within day) Low (Min) Energy Pre Trade D+2		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Minimum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day		Minimum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (made within day) Low (Min) Energy Pre Trade M+15		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		Minimum energy traded for matching trades made within day for the gas day and captures any updates.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  No. Of Trades D+2		N/A		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		The total number of within day matching trades that have taken place on the gas day		The total number of within day matching trades that have taken place on the gas day produced at D+2 and amended at M+15 this captures amendments made for NBP gas trading.

		Matching Trades (made within day)  No. Of Trades M+15		N/A		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		The total number of within day matching trades that have taken place on the gas day and captures any amendments

		Non Matching Trades Buy (Entry) Energy		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total buy amount for non matching trades (where the buy and sell gas trades do not match)		Total buy amount for non matching trades (where the buy and sell gas trades do not match)

		Non Matching Trades Buy (Entry) No. 1/2 trades		N/A		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Where the buying entries on gas trading do not match, these will be aggregated and shown as the number of non-matching half trades		Where the buying entries on Gas Trading do not match, these will be aggregated and shown as the number of non-matching half trades

		Non Matching Trades Sell (Exit) Energy		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Total sell amount for non matching trades (where the buy and sell gas trades do not match)		Total sell amount for non matching trades (where the buy and sell gas trades do not match)

		Non Matching Trades - Sell (Exit) No. 1/2 Trades		N/A		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		-		-		Where the selling entries on gas trading do not match, these will be aggregated and shown as the number of non-matching half trades		Where the selling entries on gas trading do not match, these will be aggregated and shown as the number of non-matching half trades





Interruption

		

		Interruption Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Likelihood of Interruption LDZ (e.g. East Midlands) Non NSL		N/A		Daily		D		15:00		LDZ		DN Licence holder		-		The probability of Interruption by LDZ for non-network sensitive loads. Information only available October - March.		The probability of Interruption by LDZ for non-network sensitive loads.  Information only available October - March.

		Likelihood of Interruption LDZ (e.g. East Midlands) NSL		N/A		Daily		D		15:00		LDZ		DN Licence holder		-		The probability of Interruption by LDZ for network sensitive loads. Information only available October - March.		The probability of Interruption by LDZ for network sensitive loads (a load on the network which has limited transportation capacity therefore has a high probability of Interruption).  Information only available October - March.

		Likelihood of Interruption NTS Specific		N/A		Daily		D		15:00		NTS		NTS		-		The probability of Interruption at NTS South West, NTS South East, NTS Southern and Other for NTS Specific		The probability of Interruption at NTS South West, NTS South East, NTS Southern and Other for NTS Specific (loads where Interruption addresses known LDZ constraints).  Information only available October to March.

		Aggregate NTS Energy - NTS Constraint		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		NTS		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption for the aggregated NTS direct feeds due to NTS constraints.		The amount of Transporter Interruption for the aggregated NTS direct feeds due to NTS constraints.

		Aggregate NTS Energy LDZ Constraint		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		-		DN Licence holder		-		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption for the aggregated NTS direct feeds due to LDZ constraints.		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption for the aggregated NTS direct feeds due to LDZ constraints.

		Aggregate NTS Energy Test		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		Both		NTS		-		Amount of NTS Transporter Interruption due to testing		Amount of NTS Transporter Interruption due to testing

		LDZ Interruption - LDZ Constraint LDZ Exit Zone		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		LDZ		DN Licence holder		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to LDZ constraints		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to LDZ constraints provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		LDZ Interruption - LDZ Constraint LDZ Exit Zone, Non-NSL		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		LDZ		DN Licence holder		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to LDZ constraints		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to LDZ constraints provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		LDZ Interruption - NTS Constraint LDZ Exit Zone		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		NTS		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to NTS constraints		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to NTS constraints provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		LDZ Interruption - NTS Constraint LDZ Exit Zone, Non-NSL		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		NTS		NTS		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to NTS constraints		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to NTS constraints provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		LDZ Interruption - Test Constraint LDZ Exit Zone		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		Both		DN Licence holder		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to testing provided		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on network sensitive loads (NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to testing provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		LDZ Interruption - Test Constraint LDZ Exit Zone, Non-NSL		kWh		Daily		D+1		11:30		Both		DN Licence holder		-		The amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to testing provided		Shows the amount of Transporter Interruption on non-network sensitive loads (Non-NSL) for the given LDZ Exit Zone and gas day due to testing provided on the day after the gas day. Published each day at 11:30 when Interruption has occurred.

		Total Interruption Energy		kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		Both		-		-		Transporter and emergency Interruption number of Supply Points per LDZ		Transporter and emergency Interruption number of Supply Points per LDZ

		Days of Qualifying Interruption		N/A		Weekly from Monday		N/A		12:00		Both				-		The number of days of qualifying interruption		The number of days of qualifying interruption - (the Interruption has to be for a certain length of time (frequency) in order to qualify)

		Qualifying Interruption Number of Sites LDZ		N/A		Weekly from Monday		N/A		12:00		LDZ		DN Licence Holder		-		The number of LDZ sites that have been nominated for Interruption and falls within the bounds of "Days of Qualifying Interruption"		The number of LDZ sites that have been nominated for Interruption and falls within the bounds of "Days of Qualifying Interruption"

		Qualifying Interruption Number of Sites NTS		N/A		Weekly from Monday		N/A		12:00		NTS		NTS		-		The number of NTS sites that have been nominated for Interruption and falls within the bounds of "Days of Qualifying Interruption"		The number of NTS sites that have been nominated for Interruption and falls within the bounds of "Days of Qualifying Interruption"





Linepack

		

		Linepack Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Opening Linepack (Interim)		mcm		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		-		-		The actual linepack at the start of the gas day (06:00), an estimate is generated based on the linepack PCLP1 prior to 6am, available hourly from midnight of the specified gas day through to 05:00 of the following day.		The actual linepack at the start of the gas day (06:00),  for the period up to the start of the gas day is an estimate and is the previous days'  predicted closing linepack PCLP1.

		Opening Linepack Actual		mcm		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		-		-		The actual linepack at the start of the gas day (06:00).		The actual linepack at the start of the gas day (06:00)

		Predicted Closing Linepack (PCLP1)		mcm		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		DFN's & Received OPNs		-		Predicted closing linepack plus latest supply estimate minus latest demand estimate, available hourly from midnight of the specified gas day through to 05:00 of the following day.		Is the opening linepack (for the period up to the start of the gas day is an estimate and is the previous days'  predicted closing linepack PCLP1.) plus latest supply estimate minus latest demand estimate (where supply estimate is the sum of latest DFNs received from terminal operators and Demand estimate is the sum of the OPNs received).

		Predicted Closing Linepack (PCLP2)		mcm		Daily		D		Hourly		NTS		Shipper incentivised nomination scheme nominations		-		Predicted closing linepack plus or minus aggregate Shipper incentivised nominations, available hourly from midnight of the specified gas day through to 05:00 of the following day.		This is the opening linepack  (for the period up to the start of the gas day is an estimate and is the previous days'  predicted closing linepack PCLP1.)  plus or minus the aggregate of Shipper incentivised nomination scheme INS nominations

		Closing Linepack Actual		mcm		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		Demand flow notifications & offtake profile notifications		-		This is the opening linepack plus latest supply estimate minus latest demand estimate		This is the opening linepack plus latest supply estimate minus latest demand estimate (where supply estimate is the sum of latest DFNs received from terminal operators and Demand estimate is the sum of the OPNs received).





LNG

		

		LNG Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		LNG Stocks Closing Stock LNG Stock Level		mcm		Daily		16:00		D+1		NTS		LNG Importation Facility		-		The aggregate physical LNG in store (in kWh) at LNG Importation Facilities at 05:59 hours on the preceding Gas Flow Day. Published at approximately 16:00.		The aggregate physical LNG in store (in kWh) at LNG Importation Facilities at 05:59 hours on the preceding Gas Flow Day. Published at approximately 16:00.





Storage

		

		Storage Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Long Opening Stock Levels D+1		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators		N/A		Storage stock levels for long range storage		Long range storage closing stock level in GWh
(Physical stock - operating margins stock)

		Long Storage Firm Monitor		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Gas required in long range storage for firm user demands.		Amount of gas required in long range storage to support firm user demands

		Medium Opening Stock Levels D+1		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators		N/A		Storage stock levels for medium range storage		Medium range storage closing stock level in GWh 
(Physical stock - operating margins stock)

		Medium Storage Firm Monitor		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Gas required in medium range storage for firm user demands.		Amount of gas required in medium range storage to support firm user demands

		Short Opening Stock Levels D+1		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators		N/A		Storage stock levels for short range storage		Short range storage closing stock level in GWh 
(physical stock - operating margins stock)

		Short Storage Firm Monitor		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Gas required in short range storage for firm user demands.		Amount of gas required in short range storage to support firm user demands

		Storage Injection		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		The aggregate amount of gas injected from the Total System into Storage Facilities on a day		The amount of gas injected from the Total System into Storage Facilities on a day (system exit). This is the aggregate figure for all facilities. The figure for individual Storage Facilities cannot be published due to the commercial sensitivity of some sites.

		Storage Long Range Safety Monitor Levels		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Levels of long range storage stock for safe operation of system		For long range storage sites the Safety Monitor level as specified by National Grid (and identified in the latest version of the Safety Monitors Requirement document:- published in http://www.gasgovernance.com)

		Storage Medium Range Safety Monitor Levels		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Levels of medium range storage stock for safe operation of system		For Medium Range Storage Sites the Safety Monitor Level as specified by National Grid (and identified in the latest version of the Safety Monitors Requirement document:- published in http://www.gasgovernance.com)

		Storage Short Range Safety Monitor Levels		GWh		Daily		D+1		16:00		NTS		Storage Operators and Gas Operations		N/A		Levels of short range storage stock for safe operation of system		For short range storage sites the Safety Monitor level as specified by National Grid (and identified in the latest version of the Safety Monitors Requirement document:- published in http://www.gasgovernance.com)

		Storage Injection		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		The aggregate amount of gas injected from the Total System into Storage Facilities on a day		The amount of gas injected from the Total System into Storage Facilities on a day (system exit). This is the aggregate figure for all facilities. The figure for individual Storage Facilities cannot be published due to the commercial sensitivity of some sites.

		Storage Withdrawal		kWh		Monthly		M+15		N/A		NTS		-		-		The aggregate amount of gas withdrawn from Storage Facilities and put into the Total System on a day		The amount of gas withdrawn from Storage Facilities and put into the Total System on a day (system entry). This is the aggregate figure for all facilities. The figure for individual Storage Facilities cannot be published due to the commercial sensitivity of some sites





Maintenance

		

		Maintenance Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Deliverability Panned Maintenance North		mcm/d		Quarterly and Ad-hoc		N/A		N/A		NTS		UKCS based on TBE analysis, Interconnectors notified 'nameplate' capacity for the pipeline, Storage and LNG Imports based on notified maximum physical delivery for the facility		-		Deliverability into the NTS with respect to planned maintenance for the North.		Deliverability is the daily maximum capability to flow gas from all sources of supply connected to the NTS, including beach terminals Storage Facilities and Interconnectors.  The published delivery is adjusted for planned maintenance notified to National Grid. North terminals and storage are: Terminals: St Fergus, Barrow, Teesside, Burton Point. Storage: Hole House Farm, Hatfield Moor, Glenmavis and Partington.   The figures show the second lowest daily deliverability in each week.

		Deliverability Panned Maintenance South		mcm/d		Quarterly and Ad-hoc		N/A		N/A		NTS		UKCS based on TBE analysis, Interconnectors notified 'nameplate' capacity for the pipeline, Storage and LNG Imports based on notified maximum physical delivery for the facility		-		Deliverability into the NTS with respect to planned maintenance for the South.		Deliverability is the daily maximum capability to flow gas from all sources of supply connected to the NTS, including beach terminals Storage Facilities and Interconnectors.  The published delivery is adjusted for planned maintenance notified to National Grid.  South terminals and storage are: Terminals: Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton, Isle Of Grain and Milford Haven. Storage: Rough, Hornsea, Humbley Grove, Dynevor Arms, Avonmouth, and Aldbrough.   The figures show the second lowest daily deliverability in each week.

		Deliverability Panned Maintenance Total		mcm/d		Quarterly and Ad-hoc		N/A		N/A		NTS		UKCS based on TBE analysis, Interconnectors notified 'nameplate' capacity for the pipeline, Storage and LNG Imports based on notified maximum physical delivery for the facility				Deliverability into the NTS with respect to planned maintenance.		Sum of the North (Terminals: St Fergus, Barrow, Teesside, Burton Point. Storage: Hole House Farm, Hatfield Moor, Glenmavis and Partington) and South (Terminals: Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton, Isle Of Grain and Milford Haven. Storage: Rough, Hornsea, Humbley Grove, Dynevor Arms, Avonmouth, and Aldbrough) deliverability figures. Deliverability is the daily maximum capability to flow gas from all sources connected to the NTS, including beach terminal, Storage Facilities and Interconnectors.





Prices

		

		Prices Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Prices SMIBP		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		APX Gas		-		System marginal incentive buy price produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		System marginal incentive buy price. This price is the highest of either SAP or the highest Market Offer price in relation to a Market Balancing Action taken for that day.

		Prices SMISP		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		APX Gas		-		System Marginal Incentive Sell Price produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		System marginal incentive sell price. This price is the lowest of either SAP or the lowest Market Offer price in relation to a Market Balancing Action taken for that day.

		SAP Actual Day		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		-		-		System Average Price produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		System Average Price. This is the average price of all gas traded via the OCM mechanism.

		SMP Buy Actual Day		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		-		-		System Marginal Price Buy produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		System Marginal Price (Buy). The SMP buy price is the greater of SAP + 0.0287 p/kWh or the price in p/kWh which is equal to the highest Market Offer price in relation to a Market Balancing Action taken for that day.

		SMP Sell Actual Day		p/kWh		Daily		D+1		13:00		NTS		-		-		System Marginal Price Sell produced one day after the Gas Flow Day.		System Marginal Price (Sell). The SMP sell price is the lesser of SAP - 0.0324 p/kWh or the price in p/kWh which is equal to the lowest market offer price in relation to a market balancing action taken for that day.





Shrinkage

		

		Shrinkage Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		NTS Shrinkage Factor		%age		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS						This is the percentage of demand attributable to Shrinkage for the NTS, and is set on a daily basis		This is the percentage of demand attributable to Shrinkage for the NTS, and is set on a daily basis

		NTS Shrinkage Quantity		kWh		Daily		D+2		13:00		NTS		Metered flow				The NTS Shrinkage factor multiplied by actual NTS demand		The NTS Shrinkage Factor multiplied by actual NTS Demand, and is the quantity of gas that should be bought for the relevant gas day in order to balance the NTS Inputs and Outputs

		Shrinkage NTS Quantity Bought		kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The quantity that the Shrinkage Provider bought on the market(s) in relation to NTS Shrinkage		The quantity that the Shrinkage Provider bought on the market(s) in relation to NTS Shrinkage

		Shrinkage, NTS, Net Quantity		kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The net of the quantity bought and the quantity sold		The net of the quantity bought and the quantity sold

		Shrinkage NTS Quantity Sold		kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The quantity that the Shrinkage Provider sold on the market(s) in relation to NTS Shrinkage		The quantity that the Shrinkage Provider sold on the market(s) in relation to NTS Shrinkage

		Shrinkage NTS Maximum Price Bought		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The maximum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to procure gas		The maximum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to procure gas

		Shrinkage NTS Maximum Sold		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The maximum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to sell gas		The maximum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to sell gas

		Shrinkage NTS Minimum Price Bought		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The minimum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to procure gas		The minimum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to procure gas

		Shrinkage NTS Minimum Sold		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The minimum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to sell gas		The minimum price at which the Shrinkage Provider executed market trades to sell gas

		Shrinkage NTS Number of Trades Executed Buys		N/A		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The number of buy trades that were executed by the Shrinkage Provider for the gas day		The number of buy trades that were executed by the Shrinkage Provider for the gas day

		Shrinkage NTS Number of Trades Executed Sells		N/A		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The number of sell trades that were executed by the Shrinkage Provider for the gas day		The number of sell trades that were executed by the Shrinkage Provider for the gas day

		Shrinkage NTS Number of Trades Executed Total		N/A		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The total of the buy and sell trades that were executed by the shrinkage provider for the gas day		The total of the buy and sell trades that were executed by the shrinkage provider for the gas day

		Shrinkage NTS Weighted Average Price Bought		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The weighted average price of buys of the market trades executed by the Shrinkage Provider for this gas day		The weighted average price of buys of the market trades executed by the Shrinkage Provider for this gas day

		Shrinkage NTS Weighted Average Price Sold		p/kWh		Daily		D+5		11:15		NTS						The weighted average price of sells of the market trades executed by the Shrinkage Provider for this gas day		The weighted average price of sells of the market trades executed by the Shrinkage Provider for this gas day

		NTS Shrinkage Quantity Assessed		million kWh		Monthly		M+30		N/A		NTS						Assessed NTS shrinkage for a day is the assessed shrinkage quantity for the NTS		Assessed NTS shrinkage for a day is the assessed shrinkage quantity for the NTS

		Shrinkage Quantity Assessed		million kWh		Monthly		M+30		N/A		Both						Assessed shrinkage for the day is the sum of the daily quantities: Assessed NTS shrinkage		Assessed shrinkage for the day is the sum of the daily quantities: Assessed NTS shrinkage





Supply

		Supply Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		System Entry Flows National Forecast		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Delivery flow notifications				Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS based on DFN's, hourly for a Gas Flow Day.		Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS based on the received delivery flow notifications (DFN's) for entry points in  St Fergus, Barrow, Teeside, and Burton Point, storage: Hatfield Moor, Hole House Farm, Partington LNG and Glenmavis LNG, Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton and Isle of Grain LNG Storage: Dynevor LNG, Avonmouth LNG, Hornsea, Rough and Humbley Grove.  Available hourly from the initial midnight forecast day ahead to a final forecast 03:00 within day.

		System Entry Flows National Physical		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Metered instantaneous flows				Instantaneous physical aggregated flows into the NTS hourly for a Gas Flow Day		Physical aggregated flows into the NTS for the North calculated as the aggregate of the instantaneous flows and represents the amount of gas in mcm that would flow through the site in 24 hours at the current rate.   Figures updated hourly for the gas day from the initial midnight forecast day ahead through to the final forecast at 03:00 within day. NTS Entry Points: St Fergus, Barrow, Teeside, and Burton Point
Storage: Hatfield Moor, Hole House Farm, Partington LNG and Glenmavis LNG. Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton and Isle of Grain LNG
Storage: Dynevor LNG, Avonmouth LNG, Hornsea, Rough and Humbley Grove

		System Entry Flows North Forecast		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Delivery flow notifications				Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS for the north zone based on DFN's, hourly for a Gas Flow Day.		Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS for the North based on the received delivery flow notifications (DFN's) for entry points in  St Fergus, Barrow, Teeside, and Burton Point, storage: Hatfield Moor, Hole House Farm, Partington LNG and Glenmavis LNG. Available hourly from the initial midnight forecast day ahead to a final forecast 03:00 within day.

		System Entry Flows North Physical		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Metered instantaneous flows				Instantaneous physical aggregated flows into the NTS, for the North hourly for a Gas Flow Day		Physical aggregated flows into the NTS for the North calculated as the aggregate of the instantaneous flows and represents the amount of gas in mcm that would flow through the site in 24 hours at the current rate.   Figures updated hourly for the gas day from the initial midnight forecast day ahead through to the final forecast at 03:00 within day. North zone sites: St Fergus, Barrow, Teeside, and Burton Point
Storage: Hatfield Moor, Hole House Farm, Partington LNG and Glenmavis LNG.

		System Entry Flows South Forecast		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Delivery flow notifications				Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS for the south zone based on DFN's, hourly for a Gas Flow Day.		Forecast end of day aggregate flows into the NTS for the South based on the received delivery flow notifications (DFN'S) for entry points in Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton and Isle of Grain LNG Storage: Dynevor LNG, Avonmouth LNG, Hornsea, Rough and Humbley Grove.  Available hourly from the initial midnight forecast day ahead to a final forecast 03:00 within day.

		System Entry Flows South Physical		mcm		Daily		D-1 00:00 - D 03:00		Hourly		NTS		Metered instantaneous flows				Instantaneous physical aggregated flows into the NTS, for the South hourly for a Gas Flow Day		Physical aggregated flows into the NTS for the South Zone calculated as the aggregate of the instantaneous flows and represents the amount of gas in mcm that would flow through the site in 24 hours at the current rate.  Figures updated hourly for the gas day from the initial midnight forecast day ahead through to the final forecast at 03:00 with day.  South zone sites: Easington, Theddlethorpe, Bacton and Isle of Grain LNG
Storage: Dynevor LNG, Avonmouth LNG, Hornsea, Rough and Humbley Grove

		System Entry Energy NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		kWh		Daily		D+2 , M+15		10:00		NTS				System Entry Calorific Value by NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		The daily energy commercially delivered into the NTS at a NTS Entry Point for a Gas Flow Day.		The daily energy commercially delivered into the NTS at a NTS Entry Point for a Gas Flow Day, for storage and Bacton interconnector indicates aggregate entry nominations onto the NTS and may not reflect the actual physical flow of gas onto the NTS, as exit nominations are not taken into account.  Isle of Grain only includes flows onto the NTS.

		System Entry Volume NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		mcm		Daily		D+2 , M+15		10:00		NTS				System Entry Calorific Value by NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		The daily volume commercially delivered at the NTS Entry Point for a Gas Flow Day		The daily volume commercially delivered into the NTS at a NTS Entry Point for a Gas Flow Day, for storage and Bacton interconnector indicates aggregate entry nominations onto the NTS and may not reflect the actual physical flow of gas onto the NTS, as exit nominations are not taken into account.  Isle of Grain only includes flows onto the NTS.

		System Entry Calorific Value NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		MJ/cu.m		Daily		D+2 , M+15		10:00		NTS				System Entry Energy by NTS Entry Point D+2 or M+15		The average daily Calorific Value in Mega Joules/ Cubic Meters (MJ/cu.m) at the NTS Entry Point		The average daily Calorific Value in Mega Joules/ Cubic Meters (MJ/cu.m) at the NTS Entry Point





Throughput

		

				Throughput

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item (eg.North, South, Consolidated)

		Throughput Forecast Annual		GWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Forecast of annual system throughput - the forecast throughput for the year in GWh.		Forecast of annual system throughput - the forecast throughput for the year in GWh.

		Throughput Forecast Monthly		GWh		Annual		1-Apr		N/A		NTS		-		-		Forecast of annual system throughput - the forecast throughput for the year in GWh.		Forecast of annual system throughput - the forecast throughput for the year in GWh.





Weather

		

		Weather Data Dictionary

		Data Item		Data Item Unit of Measurement		Publication Frequency (Daily,Weekly,Monthly)		Publication For ( Hourly,D, D+1,D+2,M+15 etc OR ADHOC)		Approx Scheduled Publication Time		Relates to Network (NTS,LDZ or Both )		Data Source		Associated Data		Short Definition		Description of data item ( eg.North, South, Consolidated )

		Composite Weather Variable Cold		-		Annual		1st October		N/A		Both		Temperatures & wind speeds from Oct 1928		Same as Composite Weather Variable Normal Volume		Composite Weather Variable to be expected in seasonally cold conditions		CWV to be expected in seasonally cold conditions. The CWV (Composite Weather Variable) is a weather variable created from temperatures and wind speeds transformed to produce a linear relationship with Gas Demand.

		Composite Weather Variable Normal		-		Annual		1st October		N/A		Both		Temperatures & wind speeds from Oct 1928		Same as Composite Weather Variable Normal Volume		Composite Weather Variable to be expected in seasonally normal conditions.		Seasonal Normal Composite Weather Variable. The CWV (Composite Weather Variable) is a weather variable created from temperatures and wind speeds transformed to produce a linear relationship with Gas Demand.

		Composite Weather Variable Warm		-		Annual		1st October		N/A		Both		Temperatures & wind speeds from Oct 1928		Same as Composite Weather Variable Warm Volume		Composite Weather Variable to be expected in seasonally warm conditions.		CWV to be expected in seasonally warm conditions. The CWV (Composite Weather Variable) is a weather variable created from temperatures and wind speeds transformed to produce a linear relationship with Gas Demand.

		NDM Scaling Factor Forecast LDZ (e.g EA)		N/A		Daily		D+1 to D+6		13:00		LDZ		-		NDM Scaling Factor Allocated LDZ (e.g. EA)		Ensures that all NDM (Non-Daily Metered) Demand is accounted for in the demand attribution calculation		Ensures that all NDM (Non-Daily Metered) Demand is accounted for in the demand attribution calculation, initially forecasted and then allocated.  The factor is published on D+1 and is republished until D+6 to reflect data corrections.

		NDM Scaling Factor Allocated LDZ (e.g. EA)		N/A		Daily		D+1 to D+6		13:00		LDZ		-		NDM Scaling Factor Forecast LDZ (e.g. EA)

		Weather Correction Factor Forecast		N/A		Daily		D+1		13:00		LDZ				Weather Correction Factor Allocated		Takes into account the Demand on the day in relation to the seasonal normal demand initially forecasted and then allocated.		Takes into account the Demand on the day in relation to the seasonal normal demand initially forecasted and then allocated.  The factor is published on D+1 and is republished until D+6 to reflect data corrections.

		Weather Correction Factor Allocated		N/A		Daily		D+1		13:00		LDZ				Weather Correction Factor Forecast

		Seasonal Normal Temperatures		°C		Daily		D+2, D+1 and D		18:00		Both		-		-		Seasonal Normal Temperature - weighted average ( by demand ) of selected weather stations.		Seasonal normal temperature - weighted average ( by demand ) of selected weather stations.

		Temperatures Actual & Forecast		°C		Daily		D+2, D+1 and D		18:00		Both		-		-		-		Actual (D) or Forecast (D-1 or D) temperatures

		Composite Weather Variable Deviation Average (Month)		°c		Monthly		M+15		N/A		LDZ		-		CWV forecast & actual		The average deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month		The average deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month, will indicate date and LDZ.

		Composite Weather Variable Deviation Maximum (Month)		°c		Monthly		M+15		N/A		LDZ		-		CWV forecast & actual		The maximum deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month		The maximum deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month, will indicate date and LDZ

		Composite Weather Variable Minimum (Month)		°c		Monthly		M+15		N/A		LDZ		-		CWV forecast & actual		The minimum deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month		The minimum deviation between forecast and actual CWVs for the month,  will indicate date and LDZ
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SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION. 
 

Report No: SORD01 Area of Reporting:  Shipper Operations 
 
Title of Report: Daily Imbalance Table. 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the shipper’s percentage imbalances net of NDM forecast 
deviation for each gas flow day. The community average, highest and lowest scores 
are shown for comparison purposes. 
 
The recipient of the report will be able to see their position in the table. However, 
they will not know the identities of other shippers in the table. The report will include 
legacy contracts and National Grid accounts. 
 
The aim of the table is to enable shippers to compare their balancing performance to 
other shippers on each gas flow day. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The Imbalance amount is calculated as (Inputs-Outputs), taking account of trades 
but not OCM bids, and net of NDM forecast deviation if it is favourable to the shipper. 
The imbalance percentage is the imbalance amount divided by throughput as 
defined in the Uniform Network code. i.e (Inputs + Outputs)/2. The NDM forecast 
deviation is calculated as the difference between the end of day NDM renomination 
(on D) and the NDM allocation (on    D+5). 
 
This table is based on default input allocations, therefore the imbalance figures 
shown are subject to change when actual allocation figures are available at M+15. 
 
The lowest, average (arithmetic mean) and highest imbalance percentages are 
shown for comparison purposes. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
The report will be available daily in the Shipper Information Service Database at 
D+7. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
  
This report will be generated for each gas flow day and will be made available on the 
Shipper Information Service on D+7. 
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 SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION. 

 
Report No: SORM02   Area of Reporting: Shipper Operations. 
         
 
Title of Report:  Input Scheduling Report. 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the difference between the nominated and allocated gas flows 
and the Scheduling Charge incurred for each day of a month for a given Input 
Terminal. 
 
It is used to monitor a shipper’s ability to deliver into an Input Point according to 
its nominated quantity. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The Scheduling difference is calculated from the Shipper’s Renomination less 
Allocation figures for all sub-terminal inputs into that Terminal.  This difference is 
then subject to 3 and 5 % tolerance levels.  The tolerance levels are calculated 
as 3 and 5 percent of the renomination figure. 
 
Any amount of the scheduling difference that exceeds the 3 percent inner 
tolerance up to the 5 % outer tolerance is charged at 2 % of the System Average 
Price (SAP) on the given day. Any amount of the difference that exceeds the 5 % 
outer tolerance level will be charged at 5 % of the SAP price. 
 
The Scheduling quantities that exceed the inner (3 %) tolerance level are shown 
together with the daily Input Scheduling Charge. 
 
The Community Total Input Scheduling Charges are shown daily and monthly for 
comparison purposes. 
 
3. Distribution:  
 
This report will be available on the Shipper Information Service Database each 
month at M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information service 
database by M+30. 
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 SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

 
Report No: SORM05   Area of Reporting: Shipper Operations 
 
Title of Report: Shipper Imbalance 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the shipper’s percentage imbalance net of NDM forecast 
deviation for each gas flow day in the month. 
 
The aim of the table is to enable the shipper to compare their balancing 
performance with the rest of the shipper community over a month. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report shows the shipper’s total input and output allocations. The NDM 
forecast deviation is calculated as the difference between the end of day NDM 
renomination (on D) and the NDM allocation (on D+1). 
 
The imbalance quantity is calculated as the difference between the input and 
output allocation less the NDM deviation. The imbalance quantity is expressed as 
a percentage of average throughput, calculated as the sum of total inputs and 
total outputs divided by two. 
 
The community average imbalance percentage on the day is shown for 
comparison purposes. Also shown are the shipper and community average 
imbalance percentages for the month. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
The report will be available on the Shipper Information Service database each 
month at M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service 
database by M+30. 
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 SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

 
Report Nos: SORM06    Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: Daily Cashout Quantities Report 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the amounts of the Shipper’s imbalance quantity that exist within 
given tolerances and are subject to charges or payments. 
 
It can be used to monitor the frequency and magnitude of imbalances that are 
cashed out.  
 
2. Details: 
 
The table in the report shows - on a daily basis - the Imbalance Quantity, the 
Imbalance Tolerance Quantity [ITQ] (both with and without the NDM Forecast 
Deviation), Cashout Quantities (for the two Phase 2 Imbalance Tranches), Payments 
or Charges, and finally the Community Total Payments and Charges for comparison 
purposes. It also gives the Absolute Tolerance Quantity [ATQ], which is currently set 
at 0 kWh for all Shippers.  Prior to ATQ being set to 0 kWh on 1st April 2001, ATQ 
was set at 219600 kWh for all shippers. 
 
The ITQ is now set to zero and therefore the ITQ inc. Fcast. Deviation column is 
always zero.  No imbalances are now cashed out at SAP (SMP’s are always used) 
and therefore the 1st Tranche @ SAP Qty column is also always zero. 
 
If the imbalance is positive (i.e. the Shipper has delivered more gas into the system 
than they have taken out), then the additional gas is bought by National Grid.  This 
gas falls into the Second Imbalance Tranche  and is bought at the System Marginal 
Price [SMP] sell price for the day.  This is shown as a payment to the Shipper. 
 
If the imbalance is negative (i.e. the Shipper has under delivered into the system so 
their outputs are greater than their inputs), then the additional gas is sold by National 
Grid.  This gas is sold at the System Average Price [SAP] for that day.  This is shown 
as a charge to the Shipper. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
The report will be available on the Shipper Information Service database each month 
at M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service 
database by M+30.
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SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

 
Report Nos: SORM16    Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: Monthly Balance Financial Position 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows individual shippers key financial indicators throughout the 
month. It can be used to monitor the shippers exposure to energy balancing 
shippers charges. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report shows the shipper’s daily charges and payments: imbalance cashout, 
cumulative imbalance cashout, scheduling charges, unauthorised gas flow 
charges and payments, and PRI charges. The net total daily charge or payment 
is calculated. 
 
The report also shows the shipper’s month end charges and payments: month 
end cumulative imbalance cashout, and basic neutrality charges. 
 
The grand total charge or payment is calculated. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
This report will be available on the Shipper Information Service each month at 
M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service 
database by M+30. 
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 SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

 
Report No: SORM24     Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: Balancing Neutrality 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the balancing neutrality charges (or rebates) for the shipper for 
each day of the month. The report relates to the Balancing regime under Phase 2 of 
the Uniform Network code. 
 
The aim of the table is to enable the shipper to monitor the amount of balancing 
neutrality charges through the month. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report shows the rate for the day (and whether the rate is capped), the shippers 
inputs and outputs for each day, and the resulting Balancing Neutrality charge (or 
rebate). 
 
The Unit Daily Neutrality Amount is calculated as the neutrality amount for the day 
divided by the sum of system inputs and outputs. The neutrality amount for the day 
includes balancing charges or revenues, imbalance cashouts, scheduling charges, 
unauthorised gas flow charges and other adjustment amounts described in section 
7.F 4.5.3 of the Uniform Network code. 
 
A flag shows whether the rate has been capped. In phase 2, the rate is capped at 
0.01p/kWh where this would result in a payment to National Grid. Any shortfall is 
carried forward and added to the neutrality amount for the following day. 
 
The rate is multiplied by the sum of the shipper’s inputs and outputs on the day to 
give a charge or payment. 
 
The total charges and payments for the month are also shown. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
The report will be available on the Shipper Information Service Database each 
month at M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service at 
M+30. 
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SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
 
Report Nos: SORM25    Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: Entry Capacity Booking 
 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the shippers capacity overrun at an entry point (terminal or 
storage facility) during the month. It can be used to monitor the shippers overrun 
charges. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report shows, by ASEP, the shippers net capacity (including Long Term Firm, 
Long Term Interruptible, Daily Firm, Daily Interruptable and Traded), the allocated 
flow, overrun quantity and overrun percentage. 
Overrun quantity is the amount by which the allocated flow exceeds the net capacity 
on the day. The overrun quantity is also expressed as a percentage 
of the net capacity.  
 
3. Distribution: 
 
This report will be available on the Shipper Information Service database each 
month at M+30. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be produced and published to the Shipper Information Service 
Database at M+30. 
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SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
 

Report Nos: SORM26    Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: Extent of Capacity Trading 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report shows the extent to which the shipper has traded entry and firm DM exit 
capacity during the month. It can be used to monitor the shipper’s entry and exit 
capacity trading activity. Storage space and deliverability capacity trading are not 
included in this report. 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report shows the number of requests, offers and deals for normal (not 
prearranged) trades, and the number of deals for prearranged trades for each 
shipper over the month. 
 
3. Distribution: 
 
This report will be available each month on the Shipper Information Service 
database at M+15. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service 
Database at M+15. 
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 SHIPPER OPERATIONS REPORT FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

 
Report Nos: SORM31    Area of Reporting: Shipper  
          Operations 
 
Title of Report: NTS Exit Capacity Booking 
 
1. Brief Description: 
 
This report lists by Zone, the shippers exit capacity, total allocation and allocation in 
excess of capacity . 
 
2. Details: 
 
The report lists by zone the shippers daily net capacity (for the month). This is the 
booked capacity, net of any capacity trades for the day. It also shows the daily 
allocated flow (for the month) attributable to the shipper. Allocation in excess of 
capacity quantity is the amount by which the allocated flow exceeds the booked 
capacity on the day for a given Exit Zone(s) for Firm DM Supply Points or relevant 
NTS Connected System Exit Points.  
 
3. Distribution: 
 
This report will be available each month on the Shipper Information Service 
database at M+15. 
 
4. Production Schedule: 
 
The report will be generated and published to the Shipper Information Service 
database at M+15.
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